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1 - Introduction

This is a fan fic where I will put all my fanfic characters and and others if you want!

Just write it in the comment with the bios and I will add as soon as possible



2 - My char- Aleena

Name; Aleena

Age; 15

Likes; chocolate, fires, skateboarding, fights, family and BOY'S!

Hates; meat, bad losers, people with a B.S.O.H

Friends; CASSY, sonic, tails, green lightning, knuckles, karishya sunflower, garnet, amy, espio, cream,
big, rouge.

Enemies; shadow, nick, eggman

Fave color; purple and blue and white and black

Hated color; brown and grey

Fave day; Monday

Starsighn; Libra

d.o.b; 17/10/1988

d.o.d; ---------------

fave time of day; NIGHT

height ; 5ft 7inches

Status; good

Super form; evil

Name of super form; Aleena darkangel.

Picture;



3 - sammy the hedgehog

Name: Sammy 

Age: 14 

likes Chocolate ,cake, school 

hates: preps 

friends: Cassy, sonic, Tails, Knuckles ,Sunflower ,Emily, ALEENA (me) Amy and Sally.

Enemies; Cream, Eggman.

fav color   black,pink

Behavior; tomboyish

Sex; female

Request from sam_the_hedgehog

FOX_fan999 



4 - Sabrina hedgehog

Name: Sabrina hedgehog
Species: hedgehog
Age: Immortal
Gender: Female
Color: Yellow
Abilities: Supersonic   speed,punch,kick,dark shield,dark energy ball,rage.
Weakness: Is   powrless without her emerald
Love Interests: Shadow the Hedgehog
Special Items: Black Elemental Emerald

SABRINA PROFILE

17/12/04

REQUEST FROM SONICGIRL 



5 - Angelo the hedgehog(my char)

Angelo

Species; hedgehog

Unique aspects; angel wings, doesn't age, infininate air normally. Druid orb helps him slow time.

Age; 17

Eye colour; yellow

Type; Hero

Close friends; Aleena

Food likes; Carnivore

Food hates; vegetarian

Battle style; speed, light attacks

Strengths; health, upper body, speed charisma

Weaknesses; defence, attack power

Favourite saying; don't look back, the past ain' worth living

Fave colours; blue, yellow

Hated colours; black, orange, green

Status; guardian

Temperament; easy going and friendly, can be angry when aggravated or some one close to him is in
danger.

Other gadgets; druid orb(stolen off his opponent drake when he was defeated.

History; not much known, lives alone, can fly, was an experiment of Robotniks, went to knot hole junior
and senior school with Aleena.

Age; In sonic girls fanfic he would be about 14.



In FOX_fan999's fanfic he is 14.

(He doesn't age.)
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